
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They wouldn't have me, you know-if they
_____________________________ about what you told me.
1.

(know)knew

He who made us would have been a pitiful bungler, if he
_____________________________ the rules of our moral conduct a matter
of science.

2.

(make)
had made

If we _____________________________ a muscle electric shocks as
stimuli, it responds to each shock by contracting.
3.

(give)
give

If he _____________________________ busy, she would wait.4. (be)was

If sorrow _____________________________ our lot, peace is our legacy.5.
(be)

is

Now he will be all right if we _____________________________ his collar
and give him some water.
6.

(undo)
undo

If your father _____________________________ that stick, what would he
do with it?
7.

(have)
had

I think I wouldn't wait if I _____________________________ you.8. (be)were

It will facilitate our discussion if we _____________________________ all
these distinctions well in mind.
9.

(keep)
keep

If you _____________________________ her face as she spoke, you
would have thought as I did then-as I do now.
10.

(see)
had seen

Do not accuse me of faint-heartedness; if I
_____________________________ a step beyond these fraternal
compliments, the claws would have been out of the sheath and into me.

11.

(go)
had gone

Now, if you _____________________________ back, our work would
have been easy.
12.

(passive/take/and/bring)
had been taken and brought

Support them if you _____________________________; we'll put in free
labour and have done with it.
13.

(like)
like
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It may be fairly supposed, that every man will obey the dictates of his
interest; and if he _____________________________ the benefit, he is
obliged to sustain the expense, of the transaction.

14.

(accept)
accepts

If we _____________________________ brute and barbarous, the fate
takes a brute and dreadful shape.
15.

(be)
are

If we _____________________________ solely to science and objective
evidence, the difficulty in question is insuperable.
16.

(trust)
trust

If it _____________________________, I'd nurse it!17. (live)lived

If you _____________________________, maybe I'll come.18. (do)do

If you _____________________________ the instincts of a man within
you, you will comply with my request.
19.

(have)
have

If it _____________________________ any fault, it lies in rather
unnecessary multiplicity of physiological details.
20.

(have)
has
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